Dear All Members,

The Institution of Engineers (India), Pune Local Centre is organising One day workshop on NON DESTRUCTIVE TESTS IN CIVIL CONSTRUCTION AND INFRARED SYSTEM TO DETECT SOURCES OF LEAKAGES.

Date      : 13th Feb. 2020  
Venue   : IEI PLC Premises  
Time     : 3.30PM to 8PM.

The course is designed for owners/users, civil engineers, architects, builders, contractors, Project Managers in Industrial Building, Infra structures, Redevelopment and new constructions More specifically Structural Audit Reports.

Our training includes NDT required structural audit, Third party Quality of construction Evaluation required by Consulting Engineers and Architects and Project Management Consultancy. Periodic Structural Audit and Fallow the guidelines of National Building Code is made mandatory.

Registration Charges:

Non-Members : Rs.1000/- per head + 18% GST
IEI Members: Rs.800/- per head + 18% GST
Delegates (Sponsored) : Rs.500 per head +18% GST
Students: No registration fee required but pre workshop registration is a Must.

Payment Details

The fee is payable in advance by cash / crossed cheque / draft in favour of ‘The Institution of Engineers (India), Payable at Pune.

For bank transfer

Account No. 20076200741, Name of the account - The Institution of Engineers (India),
Branch name - Shivajinagar. IFSC Code - MAHB0000043, Branch Code is 43.

After depositing the amount kindly send us a scanned copy of the deposit slip through email after which the booking will be confirmed.

Valued Sponsors/Co-Sponsors are welcome.

For more details and registration please contact Er. Dhananjay Latkar – 9869471841
and Er. Vipin Munot – 9921331147 or on Tel.Nos. (020) 25533376, 25520239 or on email punelc@ieindia.org

The Institution of Engineers (India)
Pune Local Centre
1332, ABHIYANTA BHAVAN, Shivajinagar, JM Road, Pune – 411 005
Tel. Office: 020-25533376, 25530250, 25520239 (2.15 pm - 8.45 pm)
Email: punelc@ieindia.org      Website : www.ieipune.org
INVITATION

The Chairman, Hon. Secretary & The Members of the Committee of

The Institution of Engineers (India)
Pune Local Centre

Solicit your esteemed presence at the

Workshop on

Non Destructive Test in Civil Construction Including Demonstration
& Interpretation and Leakage Sources Detection by Infrared System

in association with

STRUCTWEL
R & D Labs, Engineers

On
13 Feb, 2020 at 1530 Hrs

Hon. Secretary Convener Chairman
Er. Vipin Munot Co-Convener

Venue
Firodia Auditorium,
The Institution of Engineers (India),
Pune Local Centre,
ABHIYANTA BHAVAN, 1332 Shivajinagar,
S G Barve Chowk, J M Rd, Opp COEP Hostel Campus
Pune-411005.

Ph. No. 020 25533376, 25520239